FlexiCurve

™

The ultimate flexible display for visual impact and to
inspire visitor engagement
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FlexiCurve I

Easy assembly no tools required, clamp open to locate into the slot

fully flexible portable
display system

Elevate your stand to a professional level with this affordable
fully flexible system, take your exhibition presence to
another level.
Stunning looks, infinite flexibility,
extremely user-friendly with
durable metal construction.

Highly Adaptable create a straight,
curved or circular wall using as many
panels as you need

Clamp locked into place

FlexiCurve assembly
in 4 easy steps

STEP 1

STEP 2

2. Locate the flexible beam
into slot and push down
into place

Assembled 3x panel frame

3. Slot together panel frames
to form the graphics
support structure

Tool-free Build set up is fast and simple

Flex each graphic in any horizontal
direction to create the stand shape
you need!

Strong Construction for incorporating
doors, product shelves, counters and
screens
Easy Transportable ideal for self-build

The links produce a strong, stable
framework whatever shape you
create. All graphics are the same
width so you can interchange, add
or remove sections to achieve the
look and size you need.

Robust metal engineered framework
for durability and longevity of your
investment

1. Place the foot plates on
the floor, open the clamp
on a vertical support, align
and lock in place

STEP 3

STEP 4

4. The graphic panels
locate into slots for easy
alignment and are held
magnetically

Interchangeable and replaceable
graphics for all modules giving a
great ROI

Counters, shelves & product display units are available as pre-configured standard modules

Portable and tool free assembly...
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e: sales@parkesprintgroup.com | www.parkesprintanddesign.com
Shell Schemes

Space Only

No Tools

Reuseable

Self Install

For Call
further
information
call us01767
on: 01767
603930
us for
more details:
603930
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FlexiCurve I ideas to inspire you...

Curve
FlexiCurve
8 Panel system shown on a
4x3 floor space

FlexiCurve
3 Panel system

System includes hardware, printred panels
and carry cases

System includes hardware, printred panels
and carry case

Plus screen and lights

Plus screen and lights

Shell Schemes Space Only

No Tools

Reuseable

£4697.97

7 Panels + 1 counter panel

£2297.97

2 Panels + 1 counter panel

Shell Schemes Space Only

Self Install

No Tools

Reuseable

Self Install

FlexiCurve
7 Panel system shown on a
4x2 floor space

FlexiCurve
12 Panel system shown on an
island floor space

System includes hardware, printred panels
and carry cases

System includes hardware, printred panels
and carry cases

5 panels, plus counter panel and
slatwall shelving unit

9 panel stand + door way and
two counter panels

Plus freestanding counter, screen and lights

£8597.97

£5379.97

Plus screens
Shell Schemes Space Only

Space Only

No Tools

Reuseable

No Tools

Reuseable

Self Install

Self Install

FlexiCurve
10 Panel system

FlexiCurve
7 Panel system shown on a 4x2
floor space

System includes hardware, printred panels
and carry cases
8 panel stand with door way
and semi circular counter panel

System includes hardware, printred panels
and carry cases
5 Flexible panels, 1 oval shelving
module and counter panel

£6797.97

Plus CounterCase, freestanding counter,
screen and lights

£5297.97

Plus screen
Space Only

Prices plus Vat, delivery & studio time if required
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Shell Schemes Space Only

No Tools

Reuseable

sales@parkesexpo.com | www.parkesexpo.com

Self Install

Many other options and accessories available

No Tools

Reuseable

Self Install

*TFT Screens not included

Call us for more details: 01767 603930
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Rolec 8m x 8m

FlexiCurve in Action at CEF Live, NEC on 8 x 8 stand
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“The FlexiCurve looks great! Very impressed with our new show setup and also
the full Parkes Display & Expo service!”

Concept stage and
stand layout
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For
further information |call
us on: 01767 603930
e:sales@parkesexpo.com
sales@parkesexpo.com
www.parkesexpo.com
| www.parkesexpo.com

Call us for more details: 01767 603930
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Bayer 10m x 4m
At Excel
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“Just an email to let you know we were very pleased with our stand and it
was so much more professional and striking than what we have had in the
past, compliments from competitors too!”
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Forfurther
furtherinformation
informationcall
callususon:
on:01767
01767603930
603930
For

The stand can be reconfigured using the same modules and
the existing artwork to create 4 x 6m layout.

e: sales@parkesexpo.com | www.parkesexpo.com
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Dufeu IT Solutions Ltd 3m x 4m
At NEC Birmingham
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Leadfeeder 4m x 6m
At Excel
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Great company to work with! Daniel contacted me as we were exhibiting at the
FIT Show, NEC Birmingham and he left me with a great first time impression, Brian
then came out to do a demonstration of their FlexiCurve and it really fit in well
with our vision for our first exhibition stand. Sarah was then in touch and handled
a lot of the communication and changes with the design team which was very
helpful. The communication and prompt response was excellent and the overall
look of the stand was very impressive. Thank you for all of your help!

“We selected Parkes Display and Expo to build the stand for us at the Sales
Innovation Expo and I’ve got to say that the work that they’ve done is
amazing. Everybody who is walking around the stand is looking at it.
The graphics are excellent, we have a coffee machine here, we have good
lighting and I think we really stand out from the crowd. Together with the
stand and our bold t-shirts, I think we have captured the whole crowd. We
have had visitors all day today and yesterday, so I can truly recommend
Parkes Display and Expo for building the stand and we are going to go to
them again next year, so definitely recommend it.
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Forfurther
furtherinformation
informationcall
callususon:
on:01767
01767603930
603930
For

e: sales@parkesexpo.com | www.parkesexpo.com
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FormAlign 5.5m x 3.5m
At Occupational Therapy Show
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e: sales@parkesexpo.com | www.parkesexpo.com
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Call us for more details: 01767 603930
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Millbarn Packaging &
Tinware Direct 6m x 3m

“I wanted to add how impressed we were with the professionalism of your
team and the care showed when constructing our stand. The stand looked
great. Thank you for all your help!” - Daniel, Millbarn Packaging
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“It is a delight working with Parkes as they assist throughout the exhibition
process with ease. They have been extremely informative from the outset of
creating our stand, through to continuing to provide support for each exhibition
we attend. Without a doubt, we have no hesitation recommending Parkes to
any company looking for a polite and professional service! The warehouse
team have mentioned that the exhibition stuff arrived with us last week, so
thanks for arranging that to come back”. - Kelly, Tinware

e: sales@parkesexpo.com | www.parkesexpo.com
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3D

Exhibit Smarter

Inspiring Design

Quick & Easy

Flexible & Portable

Quick & Easy

Exhibition Solutions

Parkes Display & Expo | 41 Hitchin Street | Biggleswade | Bedfordshire | SG18 8BE

01767 603930 | sales@parkesexpo.com | www.parkesexpo.com

